REVIEWS OF BOOKS

Calendar of Manuscripts in Paris Archives and Libraries Re­lating to the History of the Mississippi Valley to 1803.
Edited by N. M. Miller Surrey (Mrs. F. M. Surrey).
Volume I. (Washington, Carnegie Institution of Washing­ton, Department of Historical Research, 1926. xvi, 689 p.)

It would be difficult to overestimate the value of this calendar. Evidences of careful planning, ripe scholarship, and meticulous care are visible throughout, and the result is eminently satisfying. Dr. J. Franklin Jameson has told in the preface how the work, planned in 1907 by historical agencies in the Mississippi Valley, was begun under the direction of a committee of the American Historical Association and finished under the ægis of Dr. Jameson's own organization, the Carnegie Institution of Washington. He has also given due credit to the fine editorial work of Mrs. Surrey and to the revision by Mr. David W. Parker, formerly the keeper of manuscripts in the Canadian Archives, though he has modestly failed to acknowledge his own share in the enterprise.

A system of abbreviations has enabled the editor to give, besides an abstract of each document, references to the books in which it has been printed. Of course a large percentage of the manuscripts has never been published, and the entries for these are much more detailed than for the others. By these devices the reader’s time is saved as much as possible.

For the region of the upper Mississippi, including modern Minnesota, the entries are numerous. Thus, a hasty checking of the first eighty-four pages covering the years from 1581 to 1701 reveals over two hundred and forty unpublished documents that contribute to a knowledge of the French régime in the Minnesota country. Of course the familiar names of Radisson, Groseilliers, La Salle, Jolliet, Tonty, Du Luth, Hennepin, Marquette, Allouez, La Durantye, Perrot, and Le Sueur appear many times; but others, less familiar or totally unknown hitherto, are also encountered. A great deal of unpublished material on Du Luth,
Hennepin, and Le Sueur is listed; one is especially intrigued with
the "journal [of Le Sueur] of a voyage beginning at La Rochelle,
Oct. 16, 1699, to Santo Domingo in the Gironde, along the coast
of La., and up the Mississippi." General accounts of the fur
trade, of missions, of exploration, and of the Indian tribes are
numerous, and maps are not infrequent. In the period after 1701
a good deal of data on La Vérendrye, La Jemeraye, Delisle's map
work, the missionaries among the Sioux, the Fox wars, and the
copper mines on Lake Superior may be found.

About half of the first volume is taken up with the years from
1730 to 1739. The second volume will complete the period of the
French régime and will also contain an index, which will render
this first volume even more useful than it is at present.

An interesting departure from ordinary printing methods should
be mentioned, for the volume is reproduced from the original
typewritten manuscript by means of the planograph. In this
way the small edition was published more economically than by
printing and typographical errors were avoided in a work that
abounded in pitfalls for the typesetter. A long list of officials in
France and in her American colonies makes the reader indebted
still further to those who planned this volume so wisely.

GRACE LEE NUTE

Journals and Letters of Pierre Gaultier de Varennes de la Vérendrye and His Sons, with Correspondence between the Governors of Canada and the French Court, Touching the Search for the Western Sea. Edited with introduction and notes by LAWRENCE J. BURPEE. (Toronto, The Champlain Society, 1927. xxiii, 548 p. Maps.)

There is no more fascinating story in the annals of French ex-
ploration in North America than that of the westward push of La
Vérendrye and his sons along the northern boundary of what is
now Minnesota and into the farther West on both sides of the
present international line, with the great Sea of the West as its
ultimate objective. One outcome was the establishment of Fort
St. Charles on the detached part of Minnesota that lies west of
the Lake of the Woods and north of the forty-ninth parallel,
the longest occupied French post on Minnesota soil; and another
was the opening up of a route to the great Northwest that was destined to be an important highway of commerce for nearly a century. Mr. Burpee and the Champlain Society have rendered an important service to students of the French régime by bringing together and publishing in the original French and in English translation the sources for the history of this enterprise, and they have made a book that will be of great interest to any lover of stories of adventure.

The work opens with a comprehensive bibliography, in which the only omission noted is that of the "Vérendrye Number" of the Quarterly of the Oregon Historical Society (June, 1925). One section of this bibliography is devoted to works on "The Mandan and the Missouri River." In a forty-page introduction the editor summarizes the expeditions, supplies their setting, and discusses some of the controversies that have arisen concerning them. With reference to the mountains reached by the expedition of 1742-43, which are generally supposed to have been the foothills of the Rockies, Mr. Burpee is inclined to accept the theory of Mr. Doane Robinson that they were the Black Hills — "though it leaves the expedition one of no very striking importance."

The arrangement of the documents is chronological, but there are a number of departures from this system, some for no apparent reason. The device of a divided page is used, with the French at the top and the English below; and the editor's wealth of geographical and historical information enables him to supply many valuable footnotes. The translation is eminently readable and appears in the main to be a faithful rendering of the original. There would seem to be no good reason, however, why sub-arbitre should be rendered both "chief arbitrator" and "sub-arbitrators" in the same sentence (p. 519). A number of documents concerning La Vérendrye's dealing with merchants in Montreal are segregated in an appendix. One of them (p. 532) appears to be a copy of part of a letter in the text (p. 382), and there are curious differences in the translations. The seven large-scale reproductions of contemporary maps are a notable feature of the work. Unfortunately, however, there must have been a mix-up in the location of the maps, for La Jémeraye's map of 1734 referred to in notes (p. 107, 110) as opposite page 116 seems to
be the map opposite page 98. An index of names only concludes the volume.

The student who uses this work will naturally want to know how complete it is. The editor's design was evidently to include all source material of any significance on the La Vérendrye expeditions; but a checking of the first volume of the *Calendar of Manuscripts in Paris Archives and Libraries Relating to the History of the Mississippi Valley*, issued by the Carnegie Institution in 1926, discloses about twenty-five pertinent documents prior to 1740 that are not represented in the work. Most of them are brief and it is doubtful if any of them contain much additional information. In fairness to the editor, moreover, it should be observed that his work was practically completed before the World War and presumably the book was in the hands of the printer before the *Calendar* appeared. The convenience of the work to the research student would have been enhanced by the inclusion of data about the individual documents such as the exact location and form of the originals and citations of previous printings and translations. Two or more versions of some of the documents exist in the French archives, but there are no indications as to which has been relied upon. One wonders to what extent the transcripts in the Canadian Archives or the versions in Margry's *Découvertes et établissements* have been used without checking back to the originals and also what principles have been followed in the difficult matter of reproducing old manuscripts in print.

The value of this collection for Minnesota history may be illustrated by noting some of the sidelights on early agriculture. Thus on May 21, 1733, La Vérendrye writes of his establishment at Fort St. Charles: "There is good fishing and hunting, quantities of wild oats, and excellent land cleared by fire which I am now putting in seed" (p. 96). Four days later he reported that "the great chief of the Cree . . . told me . . . that he was going to raise corn as we do" (p. 101). In the fall, however, the Indians "had nothing to eat. In this extreme need of theirs I made over to them the field of Indian corn which I had sown in the spring, and which was not yet entirely ripe. . . . The sowing of a bushel of peas after we had been eating them
green for a long time gave us ten bushels, which I had sown the following spring with some Indian corn. I had by entreaty induced two families of savages to sow corn, and I hope that the comfort that they derived from it will lead others to follow their example. They will be better off and we less bothered."

The impression of the elder La Vérendrye that one gets from a reading of these documents is that he was a true explorer imbued with curiosity and the love of adventure and eager to extend the dominions of France. The accusation of Maurepas that he neglected exploration to further his interests in the fur trade (p. 471) seems unjustified, especially in view of the fact that he was obliged to rely upon the profits of the trade for funds for prosecuting the explorations. He is entitled to a position beside Jolliet, La Salle, and Du Luth in the ranks of the great explorers who opened up the heart of North America.

Solon J. Buck

The Northwest Fur Trade, 1763–1800 (University of Illinois, Studies in the Social Sciences, vol. 14, no. 3). By Wayne Edson Stevens, Ph.D. (Urbana, University of Illinois, 1926. 204 p.)

Students of northwestern history will welcome this excellent monograph about the fur trade in the last half of the eighteenth century—the years in which the domination of France was being replaced by the enterprise of British and American traders, and the latter were dividing the spoils between them. Dr. Stevens has examined his sources with care and he has presented his conclusions in an interesting and readable form. He has drawn together information which has been made public in several recent books and articles upon aspects of the fur trade and he has made an important original contribution to our knowledge of the period. The material has been difficult to collect, for the Northwest in those years was connected by geography, by political allegiance, and by commerce with various centers, and the reports upon it are widely scattered. These have been carefully sought out, so far at least as they are accessible upon the North American continent, and a true synthesis has been made of the knowledge so gleaned. The result is a continuous narrative of the developing
trade and its influence upon the political division of western America. No trace of national prejudice is anywhere discernible, although the ashes of old controversies are frequently stirred. The excessive use of quotation and lengthy footnotes has been avoided, yet the work is carefully documented. The editorial work is good and the bibliography more than usually valuable, for it includes brief descriptive comments upon all the manuscript sources and upon many of the printed books. No maps are included — a real misfortune, for interesting contemporary maps and sketches must have been included among the documents which Dr. Stevens used. In such a study maps of the period are more illuminating than modern maps, because boundary discussions were settled by contemporary geographical knowledge. For example, the Mitchell map (Faden edition), which is known to have been used for the treaty of Versailles, shows with graphic clearness the prevailing ignorance about the sources of the Mississippi and explains the confusion in describing that section of the boundary.

In a few particulars the book is, perhaps, open to criticism. The present reviewer has found "Fort Chartres," rather than "Fort de Chartres" (p. 25), in contemporary documents, but the eighteenth century was not an age of punctilious spelling and proper names in America were notoriously variable. On page 70 Dr. Stevens gives rise to some confusion by stating that the British ministry agreed on September 1, 1782, that the boundary of Canada should be the narrow limits ascribed to the province before the Quebec Act. The ministry did not at any time go as far as this, although Oswald was ready to concede it. When the ministers mentioned the boundary of 1763, they referred to the line of the Alleghenies, which by the proclamation of 1763 separated the Atlantic colonies from the Indian reservation. By this suggestion the British parried the American demand for a line through Lake Nipissing; the boundary finally selected was a true compromise between these extreme claims. In the chapter on the organization of the fur trade, on pages 122 to 124, Dr. Stevens has described the "commercial hierarchy" in the fur trade, from the great London merchant to the "petty trader who bargained with the Indians in the wilderness, living more like a savage than a white man." One is left wondering how to find a place in this
system for such men as Sir Alexander Mackenzie, Alexander Henry, or even Peter Pond — genuine traders every one of them, who preferred the life of the prairies to the narrow respectability of a counting house. These names represent the western fur trade to many who never heard of the merchant princes of London and Montreal. If the explorer-trader had not been in a measure typical, the Canadian fur trade would not have been carried so far into the western territories. In this chapter the author has, perhaps, been tempted to simplify his facts too much, to classify too rigidly, and to present as comparatively permanent mere phases of development in a rapidly changing industry. Some of the obscurity noted on page 139 about the origins of the Northwest Company has been cleared away in an article by H. A. Innis, published in the *Canadian Historical Review* for December, 1927, where the beginnings of the company are traced back to 1775. But none of these suggestions invalidates any of the author's major premises; they may be more accurately described as comment than as criticism.

It would seem that Dr. Stevens used British sources only in so far as copies have been accessible in Canada and America. There is, of course, a wealth of material which has not yet been completely copied or calendared. One volume of the Hardwicke Papers in the British Museum (Additional MSS 35915) is a mine of information about the fur trade and the interests of the Canadian merchants. (Some of the correspondence has been printed by W. S. Wallace in his *Maseres Letters.*) Isolated documents in the Newcastle and Hardwicke collections are pertinent to this study. The Murray Papers, of which photographic facsimiles are on file in the Canadian Archives, contain some information not available elsewhere about the beginnings of British trade in the Province of Quebec. The *Appendix to the British Counter Case, 1912* has documents from private collections not at the disposal of the general public. And at the Public Record Office three series of documents would be of great interest in this connection. The reports from the commanders in chief in C. O. 5 give the best consecutive account of the western posts during the early years of Dr. Stevens' period. The commander in chief was jointly responsible with the superintendent of Indian affairs for the ad-
ministration of the western territories, and, except during certain years of the Revolutionary War, he received frequent reports from the officers in charge of frontier posts. The minutes of the Board of Trade with their subsidiary files are worth consulting for the years from 1763 to 1768, when the board was especially active. It is here, for example, that one finds the best clues as to the influence of the "Canada merchants" upon government policy. And, in connection with the treaty negotiations of 1782 and 1783, the Foreign Office records contain much more detailed information than is indicated in the formal treaty papers. The use of these and other British sources might have altered to some extent the emphasis in a discussion of the western fur trade; it would not have changed radically the conclusions to which the author has been led by the sources he has used. The history of British mercantile enterprise in Canada—which Dr. Stevens has discussed almost to the neglect of trade from the "old colonies"—would have been supplemented, and, especially, its political affiliations would have been made clearer. The "Canada merchants" in London were organized first in a charitable effort on behalf of the sufferers from the Montreal fire of 1765; they appeared frequently in correspondence about the redemption of French paper money in Canada; and they are referred to several times in the Board of Trade records. But, powerful as they were at intervals, they had little influence upon the territorial arrangements of 1783. These were determined by other considerations of foreign and domestic policy, and the merchants had to content themselves with securing favorable modifications of the terms in the subsequent Jay treaty.

A further use of British sources might have greatly enriched this study. The attempt to analyze those European issues which often determined the course of events in western America would have made as interesting reading for the European as for the American student. It was this feature more than any other which made the reputation of Alvord's *Mississippi Valley in British Politics*. It seems unfortunate that Dr. Stevens, who is an avowed disciple of Alvord, did not follow the same method. Some answer might then have been found for the more general questions which puzzle the reader after the last page of this book has been
turned. Why, for example, were the wishes of the merchants seriously considered by some ministries and ignored by others? The present study indicates the steadily growing wealth and power of the Canadian fur merchants. This is, of course, true, but some ministries were more sensitive than others to mercantile opinion. There were, moreover, different theories about British commerce. Economic opinion was changing; by many the enlargement of overseas markets was regarded as more important than the acquisition of new territory; the fur trade in American hands would accord with British interests, because American traders would buy British goods and the British taxpayer would be spared the expense of keeping up the western posts. It would be interesting to know how this conception of economic interest fluctuated with the opinion that ownership of territory was the only guarantee of continued trade. Government land policy was another important consideration. If, as Shelburne thought, crown lands might be used to solve revenue problems or to meet other obligations of the government, as, for example, the Loyalist claims, the ownership of the territory assumed a new aspect. Dr. Stevens has not tackled the relation of the fur trade to that most pressing of all considerations — the discovery in America of a source of revenue from which to meet the expense of administering the country. Was the fur trade in this respect an asset or a liability, and what attempts were made to tax it? And, to mention a still wider issue, how did the western fur trade reflect the gradual abandonment by France of her overseas possessions and commerce, as she became more absorbed in her internal problems? It would be unfair to imply that Dr. Stevens has not referred to these questions. He mentions them occasionally, but he nowhere gives them more than passing consideration. There is, certainly, a danger of sacrificing unity of treatment in discussing a subject in its broader aspects, but such matters give a book its wider public. Who is to discuss them in their relation to American history if American historians neglect them, and who but a few students of local history will be interested if wider problems are brushed aside? One feels, moreover, that Dr. Stevens could have done them justice, if only he had cared to widen the scope of his work.

Marjorie Gordon Jackson
The long period of contact between the white race and the Indians upon the American frontier produced a unique and versatile type of person who was a combination of trader, diplomat, military leader, and administrator. So far the type has been nameless, as no single word or phrase seems to convey an adequate idea of this peculiar combination of activities, but among the group may be included such men as Sir William Johnson, John Stuart, George Croghan, Conrad Weiser, and lastly, Robert Dickson, who is the subject of Dr. Tohill's study. During the period from 1786 until 1823 the career of Robert Dickson was intimately related to the general history of the region of the Great Lakes and the upper Mississippi Valley. In fact, the author quite frankly states that he has used the personality of Dickson as the central thread for a discussion of certain aspects of the history of the region in question. This method of treatment has to a certain extent been necessitated by the fact that many details of Dickson's life are missing, so that this work really is not a biography, but a history of a phase of frontier development with special emphasis upon the activities of one man.

Dickson's career in the Northwest conveniently divides itself into three phases. From 1788 until the outbreak of the War of 1812 he was interested primarily in the fur trade of the upper Mississippi. During the war he served in a combined military and diplomatic capacity among the Indians of the Northwest on the side of the British. His trade ruined, after the war he spent the remainder of his life endeavoring to repair his fortunes, being associated with Lord Selkirk in his Red River project.

Robert Dickson was a native of Scotland, but neither the exact date of his birth nor the date of his arrival in Canada is known. For a time he was in the employ of the Indian department of Canada, but by 1788 he was definitely embarked on the trade with the Indians, the center of his activities being the region.
drained by the Minnesota River, although he and his associates also operated in a broad area in the upper Mississippi Valley. The nature of his activities during a considerable part of this period must be inferred in large measure from the general characteristics of the fur trade as it was carried on at that time. It is known, however, that he married an Indian woman, the sister of a Sioux chieftain, and this perhaps added somewhat to his understanding of the native psychology! He established a post on the eastern shore of Lake Traverse around the year 1800, which became his principal base of operations for the remainder of his life. Two of the most valuable chapters in Dr. Tohill's study are those which describe trade conditions and the organization and methods of trading companies on the upper Mississippi from 1788 to 1811. There are many interesting and valuable side lights on the business activities of the firm of Robert Dickson and Company, which are described at considerable length. The company did not meet with much success, owing to a variety of causes, one of which was the hostile attitude of the government of the United States. In fact, the trade of this region was far from prosperous during the years preceding the War of 1812.

The difficult subject of Indian relations in the Northwest is treated at some length and the author draws a telling contrast between the respective policies of the Americans and the British. In the light of his discussion it is easy indeed to understand why, upon the outbreak of hostilities in 1812, a great majority of the Indians sided with the British. The principal events of the war in the region of the Great Lakes and the upper Mississippi are referred to, and Dickson's part therein is described. Dickson's aid proved invaluable. He served as a source of intelligence to the British military authorities, he helped to preserve the allegiance of the Indians to the British cause, and he participated actively in military operations. So important were his services that he was given a commission as agent for the Indians to the westward of Lake Huron.

The war resulted disastrously for Dickson, however. He found himself involved in disputes with the military authorities which resulted ultimately in his arrest. Though he subsequently demanded an investigation and as a result of it was vindicated,
he must have felt considerable bitterness at the lack of appreciation of his services. Furthermore, he found his trade ruined by the war.

With the conclusion of peace following the War of 1812, the government of the United States renewed its efforts to exclude British traders from the Northwest, and Dickson was one of those who found themselves face to face with the new policy. It was during this period of discouragement and readjustment that he became associated with the Earl of Selkirk, who was organizing a colony in the Red River Valley. Elaborate plans were devised whereby Dickson was to organize the fur trade in this region. A combination of untoward events led to the complete failure of his plans and after a period of apparently aimless wandering, he died suddenly at Drummond's Island, on June 20, 1823. In a very real sense, Dickson was a victim of those forces which were gradually transforming the northwestern frontier.

Dr. Tohill's volume is an admirable study and a real contribution to the history of the Northwest. There are a number of most illuminating passages in which the author analyzes the various forces that influenced the development of the Indian frontier. Examples are to be found in his comments on the Indian character (p. 59, 60) and in his statement of the contrast between the American and British Indian policies (p. 36-40). His opinion as to the historical significance of the fur trade is also extremely interesting (p. 102).

One wishes that the personality of Dickson stood forth more clearly, but the author has been handicapped by the scarcity of material relating to his life. The chapter on "The Northwest in the Peace Negotiations" does not add much to our knowledge of that subject, and it seems strange that the author nowhere refers to Updyke's Diplomacy of the War of 1812, which bears very directly upon his thesis. Most of the important published material has apparently been examined. In regard to the use of unpublished material, however, it does not appear altogether clear to what extent the resources of the Canadian Archives have been utilized. There are literally thousands of papers in this repository bearing upon the War of 1812 and Indian affairs during that period, and probably but a small fraction of them
contain specific references to Dickson. Yet one would infer from the preface that for the most part only those documents referring to Dickson had been selected. The reviewer must in justice admit, however, that the question raised in this connection is only hypothetical. He has noted no serious omissions in the story as it has been told. Moreover, only one who has had experience in research in this field can appreciate the difficulties and complexities of the task which the author has performed.

It is to be hoped that further studies of this character will appear from time to time. The entire subject of the contact between the white race and the Indians is badly in need of comprehensive and scientific study, and monographs like that of Dr. Tohill must necessarily furnish the basis for such a project.

WAYNE E. STEVENS


These two volumes, appearing in the same year, will prove very useful to all who have occasion to consult them. Though duplicating the dictionary to the extent of including biographical data, the encyclopedia has a much wider scope and so serves a different purpose. Even the bibliographical references for the entries found in both volumes are so frequently dissimilar that the two works should be used in conjunction. Moreover, the encyclopedia has many biographical sketches for which there are no parallel references in the dictionary and vice versa. Thus four names of interest in Minnesota history of the British régime — Jean Baptiste Cadotte, Cuthbert Grant, Archibald N. McLeod, and John Johnston — are to be found in the encyclopedia but not in the dictionary. In the latter an imperfect checking reveals the following persons of special interest to Minnesotans: William Morrison, Jean Baptiste Faribault, Aubert de la Chesnaye,
Joseph Bouchette, David Thompson, Norman W. Kittson, the two Alexander Henrys, Daniel Harmon, Henry Bayfield, Charles J. B. Chaboillez, and Edward Umfreville. The following names, among others, of both Canadian and Minnesota interest, do not appear in either work though surely of sufficient importance in Canadian history to be included: Father George A. Belcourt, Jean Baptiste Perrault, Robert Dickson, Father Albert Lacombe, and John Tanner.

So many and varied are the subjects considered in the encyclopedia that it is hard to find a field, however remotely connected with Canadian geography, history, or ethnology, that is not considered in one form or another. Thus the fur-trading companies are listed by name, individual Indian tribes are included, newspapers are found under their titles, place names are explained, battles and campaigns are described, and the special significance of individual religious orders is mentioned. Under such general topics as sailing vessels on the Great Lakes, *chansons* of French Canada, the Northwest Angle, maps, *coureurs de bois*, and Lake Superior may be found much of interest for Minnesota history. Not the least valuable part of these entries is the bibliographical references that accompany them in practically all cases.

G. L. N.

*George Rogers Clark; His Life and Public Services.* By Temple Bodley. (Boston and New York, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1926. xix, 425 p. Illustrations.)


In view of the growing recognition of the importance of the West in American history it is not strange that the sesquicentennial of the Revolutionary War should arouse considerable
interest in the western aspects of that struggle. A vigorous move­
ment, supported primarily by Indiana but with hopes of a large
appropriation from Congress, is under way for the elaborate
celebration of the anniversary of the capture of Vincennes by
George Rogers Clark and the erection of a permanent memorial
at that place. That the western aspects of the Revolution were
important, that Clark's march to Vincennes was heroic, that his
services, especially in protecting the frontier and making possible
the settlement of Kentucky, were valuable, and that these things
are worthy of notable commemoration may all be admitted.
Unfortunately, however, there is a tendency to go much further
and to make extravagant claims concerning the greatness of
Clark's character and military genius and the importance of his
achievements. As the mythical Washington is being replaced by
a more realistic Washington based upon critical scholarship, a
mythical Clark appears to be emerging to take his place as the
perfect hero of the Revolution.

Messrs. Bodley and Lockridge are both worshipers at the
shrine of Clark; both have as their purpose to secure for their
hero his rightful place in the sun of public esteem; and it is well
known that such a purpose does not make for objective history.
Mr. Bodley's work is elaborately documented and contains an
extensive bibliography; but such important and scholarly works
as Alvord's *Illinois Country*; his "Virginia and the West: An
Interpretation," in the *Mississippi Valley Historical Review* for
June, 1916; and Phillips' *The West in the Diplomacy of the
American Revolution* are ignored, presumably because their
interpretations are out of harmony with those of the author. Mr.
Lockridge, whose book is designed for use in the schools, tells a
thrilling tale with touches of romance; even the thoroughly dis­
credited story of the dance at Kaskaskia, which Mr. Bodley vig­
orously rejects, is presented as a "legendary account," with a pic­
ture of the scene and the implication that it may have been true
— certainly the school children who read the book will have no
doubts about the truth of the story. Both the authors are con­
vinced that in the peace negotiations at Paris the astuteness of
John Jay secured for the United States the fruits of Clark's
"conquest of the Northwest" when poor old Franklin was
about to lose them. They should read Dr. James Brown Scott's
“Historical Introduction,” in the first volume of The American Secretaries of State and Their Diplomacy (1927).

Dr. Quaife's book is a reprinting of his edition of Clark's "Memoir," published by the Lakeside Press in 1920 for private distribution, with the addition of Hamilton's "Report of His Campaign and Captivity." The brief introduction is a much more conservative interpretation of Clark's Revolutionary career than those of the other books, but even Dr. Quaife characterizes Clark as "a veritable military genius." He uses the term "conquest" in connection with Clark's activities, but he also points out that "permanent control of the Northwest . . . could be won only by the capture of Detroit" and that Clark's campaign was only the beginning of a contest that was to continue until 1795. The reviewer would be inclined to substitute 1815 for this date. As this edition is intended for the general public rather than the scholar, no exception can be taken to the extensive revision of Clark's language, especially as the editor explains the process. One wonders, however, in view of the popularity of Trader Horn, if many readers might not prefer the quaint and forceful language of the original to the modernized version. It seems illogical, moreover, to revise Clark's work so extensively and to print Hamilton's verbatim et literatim. The reader who neglects the introduction will get the impression that Clark was more skillful than his rival with the pen as well as with the sword. Both accounts are interesting narratives and the book should find many readers.

Solon J. Buck


The mystery of what happened to the second of the two commissioners appointed to negotiate the treaty with the Chippewa
at Fort Snelling in July, 1837, is explained in this volume; he failed to arrive in time for the negotiations. In fact, General William R. Smith of Pennsylvania, who was to have been associated with Governor Henry Dodge of Wisconsin Territory in this great work of opening up to the citizens of the United States a vast tract of valuable pine timber, was on July 29, when the treaty was being signed at Fort Snelling, still a considerable distance below St. Louis on an Ohio River steamer bound for that city. It is, therefore, a bit surprising to one familiar with the treaty council to find General Smith announced on the title page of the volume under review as "U. S. Commissioner for Treaty with the Chippewa Indians of the Upper Mississippi," though the designation is technically correct.

The explanation for the delay, in the form of this journal of his trip—which might well be entitled "The Trials and Tribulations of a Traveler in a Hurry"—presents a really fascinating picture of the uncertainties, accidents, and delays of steamboat traffic in 1837. A night alarm of fire on the boat, occasioned by the proximity of curtains and bedding to a lighted candle in a lady’s cabin, a grounding of the steamboat on a bar in the river with jolts that pitched the occupant of a lower berth out onto the floor and caused his cabin mate of the upper tier to drop through the bottom of his berth into that so unceremoniously vacated; an altercation between the mate and a deck passenger who refused to help "wood up," which sent the latter to the doctor with a face smashed by a billet of wood; a wrecked paddle box, whose flying boards menaced all the passengers in the vicinity; myriads of mosquitoes that hummed nightly; and numerous other incidents served to enliven the voyage. Fogs, bars, and prospective freight and passengers delayed the vessel, and the climax was reached at Cincinnati when the captain decided to end his trip at that point and unceremoniously transferred his passengers to another boat sailing for St. Louis twenty-four hours later. En route north from St. Louis the captain of the upper Mississippi River boat had to be bribed to continue his voyage from Galena to Prairie du Chien. At this place General Smith met Governor Dodge homeward bound after completing the treaty business, and accordingly, after
exploring the country as far as Madison, Wisconsin, he departed downstream again for St. Louis.

The journal has no doubt been modernized as to form and spelling for publication, and it gains in readability thereby, but some rather careless slips in proof-reading occasionally mar the reader's pleasure.

The autobiography of General Smith, prepared for his children, which precedes the journal, and the half dozen letters which form a sort of appendix to the book are interesting and valuable. The latter throw considerable light upon the difficulties and delays in communication in the thirties. More attention is being given nowadays to the matter of social history than formerly, and the more published travel accounts there are to work upon, the better.

WILLOUGHBY M. BABCOCK

The Prairie and the Making of Middle America: Four Centuries of Description. By DOROTHY ANNE DONDORE, PH.D.
(Cedar Rapids, Iowa, The Torch Press, 1926. xiii, 472 p. Illustrations.)

This book on the prairie is the first of a series of volumes in which the author plans to study the influence of the successive geographical frontiers — the forests, prairies, plains, mountains, and sea — upon American literature. Unlike Professor Turner she has chosen to put before the public a detailed bibliographical survey and analysis before presenting an interpretation of the literary significance of the frontier movement as a whole. This is certainly an ambitious program for one person to undertake.

The "prairie" is an inaccurate term with which to define the limits of this book, for in reality the author has anchored one edge of her net to the crest of the Appalachians and the other to the edge of the plains, while north and south it reaches from the international boundary to the Gulf of Mexico. All the literature relating to the country within these limits is drawn together to be critically summarized and evaluated. A goodly portion of the eastern and southern part of the territory, however, as well as the northern fringe, belongs to the forest frontier and it seems unfortunate that the author has so soon violated the excel-
lent division she proposes in her preface, especially since there is a real difference in mood between the literature of the forests and that of the prairies. A discussion of writings relating to the French and Indian Wars, the English advance across the Allegheny ridges, Boone and Kentucky, or even the settlement of Ohio, seems out of place in a work dealing with the prairie. At the same time the prairies of eastern Nebraska, eastern North and South Dakota, and western Minnesota are treated in scanty fashion, Dakota finding mention only in connection with Hamlin Garland. With a book that contains so much it seems ungenerous to discuss omissions. Since the author recognizes the importance of German-American literature, however, it would have been well for her to give some intimation of the immense amount of Scandinavian-American literature that is available. Another kind of writing that seems to receive inadequate attention from the author is biography, though few forms of literature are better capable of reflecting frontier life and thought.

So packed is the volume, however, that the reader is not allowed much chance to think of what may be lacking. A sixteen-page bibliography, closely printed, deals mainly with the critical and bibliographical treatments of the author’s field. The titles of the tracts and other literary items discussed are found embodied in the text or in the footnotes. These items number many hundreds and have in all cases required reading or at least careful examination. The crowding of many items on a page often makes the work difficult to read despite the vivid and individual comments. This does not lessen the value of the work as a guide to the literature of the region and it is for that purpose that the book will probably be most used.

About half of the volume deals with descriptive literature of direct historical value—explorers’ and travelers’ narratives, guidebooks, emigrant manuals, and the like. Much of the rest of the book deals with imaginative literature. The value of the latter for social history—if carefully used—deserves emphasis, but there is an even greater value not so often recognized by the historian. Since literature is but the reflection of the mind of a people, the study of our frontier literature should be the way to a profound study of the results of the frontier experience upon
the American mind. Historians have given much attention to the economic and political influence of the frontier, and some attention to its social aspects, but the whole psychological reaction they have touched clumsily, if at all. Vague references to a pioneer spirit are frequently heard, but there is little analysis or understanding of what that spirit actually was. The mental life of the pioneer must be left in large part to the poet, the novelist, and the dramatist, since the historian has little time to deal with individuals who form the rank and file of movements. But the historian must be intimately acquainted with the creative writer's interpretations if he is to judge the complete results of certain experiences upon the life of a nation. Judged in this light Dr. Dondore's survey becomes of the utmost importance to the historian. The cumulative content of her successive books should have a tremendous effect upon the final interpretation of America's westward movement.

Oliver W. Holmes


The erection of a new memorial chapel at Fort Snelling inevitably calls to mind the gallant first chaplain of the fort, Ezekiel G. Gear, and thus makes especially opportune the appearance of a short sketch of his life. This memoir has been issued in an "edition of 85 copies in manuscript, autographed" and is designed "for private circulation in historical public and ecclesiastical libraries in U. S. A. and church libraries in England." In the main it is based on such printed material as memoirs and genealogies, but the recollections of Gear's niece, the wife of Rear Admiral George C. Remey and the mother of the author, have been drawn upon to a considerable extent and lend an intimate touch that is wanting in the other sources.

Unfortunately this memoir, like everything else that has been written of Gear, is all too short to do credit to the intrepid missionary. Some day, it is to be hoped, a more complete biography
will be written, based more largely on such source material as his reports in the *Spirit of Missions* and in other Episcopal publications, and on the interesting and intimate letters to his bishop, now to be found among the Kemper Papers in the custody of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin. (See ante, 7:266, n.) In the meantime the outline of his life may be found in this memoir, which stresses particularly his early work at Fort Snelling and his missionary work and hopes.

G. L. N.


Out of an intimate association with the Synod of Minnesota as its stated clerk for thirty years — from 1885 to 1915 — and out of a still longer pastorate with the Dayton Avenue Presbyterian Church in St. Paul the author of this volume has been able to draw valuable materials and interpretations which are probably available to no one else. While the professional historian might wish for a closer correlation between the development of Minnesota and that of the church and for a clearer indication of sources, he must remember that the author himself is an authoritative source of information and that the purpose of the book to trace the inner development of the synod sets aside some of the formal requirements otherwise applicable. It is indeed unfortunate that the wide range of topics suggested by the title could not be developed as fully as Dr. Edwards wished. As a single illustration of the possible complexity of the undertaking one should note that the Synod of Minnesota until 1885 included the Dakotas and that for a time Presbyterian work in northwestern Wisconsin was directed from St. Paul.

Beginning with 1834, when mission work was undertaken by Samuel W. and Gideon H. Pond near Lake Calhoun, within the limits of the present city of Minneapolis, the organization of the book recognizes nine periods of development. The first division point is 1849, when the advancement of Minnesota to the status of a territory freed the mission work from the restrictions earlier placed upon it by governmental regulation of the entrance of
whites into Indian lands. In that year also the Reverend Edward D. Neill organized the First Presbyterian Church of St. Paul. The year 1858 marks the organization of the Synod of Minnesota (new school) only a short time after the creation of the state government. Until the end of this second period the development of the church is clearly parallel to that of the state. In 1860 the old school branch of the Presbyterian church organized its own synod in Minnesota and worked side by side with its sister church until the union effected by the general assemblies in 1869, which brought to an end the third period of development.

Beginning with the first phase of united work—from 1870 to 1880—the author employs the formal division into decades. The subsequent titles and the appropriate dates are: "An Era of Expansion," 1881 to 1890; "The Closing Century," 1890 to 1900; "The Jubilee Decade," 1901 to 1910; "A Decade of Increasing Offerings," 1911 to 1920; and "The Present Decade," 1921 to 1927. The last chapter—"Some General Features of the Past"—might profitably include additional material in keeping with the title. The short biographical sketches which are included in the text will preserve much of the early Presbyterian church life. One can but regret that they are so short and so sketchy, for in a few years they may become priceless.

One feels that pardon should be asked for sinking a shaft into that vulnerable Achilles' heel toward which all reviewers direct their arrows—the index. Yet the omission of the name of the Reverend Edward D. Neill from the index is not paralleled by a similar omission from the text. There his importance to the state and to the church is fully recognized. Such accidental defects may seriously impair the usefulness of a book.

CHARLES J. RITCHEY


In the fifties, when American denominations were sadly divided by the slavery issue, the Lutheran church was also facing problems connected with immigration and doctrine. The European
addition led to the decisive defeat of the liberal movement among American Lutherans. European Lutherans have become more liberal, but American Lutherans remain prevailingly conservative. Two scholarly and impartial historical works dealing with the Lutheran crisis of the fifties appeared in 1927. One is V. T. A. Ferm's *Crisis in American Lutheran Theology: A Study of the Issue Between American Lutheranism and Old Lutheranism*. The other is the work under review. It was nationality and doctrine which led to the founding of the Augustana Synod, whose very name indicates conservatism.

Professor Stephenson's study deals with very small beginnings, but beginnings that are important because of the way in which they shaped the future. The work is not without interest to students of Minnesota history. One of the three conferences which united to form the Augustana Synod was the Scandinavian Minnesota Conference, organized in the year when Minnesota attained statehood. Had it not been for the sentiment which produced this union, the Scandinavian Lutherans in Minnesota might have joined their American and German brethren in the Minnesota Synod, which was also organized in 1858 and to which the author devotes one chapter. No one encouraged Esbjörn's policy of separation from the synod of northern Illinois more heartily than Norelius in Minnesota; the conservative and separatist spirit has always been strongly represented in this state. More than one-fourth of the membership of the Augustana Synod is still found in Minnesota, where the pastors of that synod minister to the spiritual wants of more than five per cent of the population.

The story of the founding of the synod has been told time and again from the viewpoint of the founders. There was another, and neglected, viewpoint, that of those leaders in the general synod whose leadership was discredited and rejected. Professor Stephenson has written the first account, based upon a thorough study of the available sources and fortified with numerous footnotes, which presents both sides fairly and fully. Facts are generally allowed to speak for themselves, the most outspoken criticism of the author being directed against Esbjörn himself. It is a sign of the times, and to the credit of the Augustana Book Concern, that it has seen fit to publish a work of this nature.
The author covers the ground briefly, but seems to supply everything that is essential. A full enjoyment of his volume presupposes previous knowledge of the subject. There is still room for future studies. In the issue of the *Swedish-American Historical Bulletin* for March, 1928, the author supplies fifty-two pages of "illustrative documents," which will prove interesting if read in connection with the book under review.

**Conrad Peterson**


The first number of the *Swedish-American Historical Bulletin* presents an interesting combination of types of historical writing. It includes a presentation of documents, a commentary of Swedish travelers, a character sketch, and an historical narrative. The documents on the founding of the Augustana Synod in Rock County, Wisconsin, edited by George M. Stephenson, present some illuminating material on an important theological discussion which occupied the attention of the clergy and the theological students of the Lutheran church during the early sixties. There was a division in the Lutheran church into a conservative branch represented by the Scandinavians and a liberal branch represented by the Americans. This situation is quite analogous to the present division into Fundamentalists and Modernists. The discussion centered at Illinois State University at Springfield, a Lutheran institution, where the Reverend L. P. Esbjörn as the leader of the conservative forces became the chief target for adverse criticism. W. M. Reynolds, president of the university, Dr. S. W. Harkey, professor of theology, and the Reverend T. N. Hasselquist, editor of *Hemlandet*, also were involved in the discussion. The correspondence carried on between these individuals, which Dr. Stephenson has collected and edited, throws some interesting light on this vital subject.

The article entitled "A First Step Towards the Organization of Swedish Methodism in Minnesota, 1853--1863" by J. Olson Anders is a carefully prepared account of the early history of the
Swedish Methodist church in this region, together with its leading men and its organization during the period preceding the Civil War. It is written as an historical essay prepared from source material. An account is given of the work of Olof Gustaf Hedström and his brother Jonas as the founders and leaders in this movement. They soon gathered around them a number of followers who worked in the various communities and helped in establishing the various congregations in the West. The problem of carrying on missionary work among the Indians and later taking care of the church work for the early settlers and immigrants presented difficulties which all the religious denominations had to face and the Methodist part in this work is well presented in this article.

The article on "Fredrika Bremer's Predecessors" by Roy W. Swanson is unique, both as to material and manner of presentation. It is written in the form of a commentary on a number of works on travels, giving the leading works and their authors together with an estimate of their relative importance. A brief review is given of the works of Fredrika Bremer, who is the recognized commentator of Sweden upon America. It then goes on to give similar reviews of the works of Pehr Kalm, Israel Acrelius, Thomas Campanius Holm, Per Lindeström, Jasper Swedberg, Count Axel von Fersen, Axel Leonhard Klinckowström, Carl August Gosselman, Carl David Arfwedson, and P. A. Siljestrom. The importance of the article lies in the fact that it calls attention to these works of travel and forms a good background for more extended study along this line.

The paper on "Doctor William Henschen" by C. G. Wallenius is a fine character sketch of a Swedish immigrant who served the greater part of his life as a Methodist minister in America.

The Swedish Historical Society of America has taken a forward step in publishing the new Bulletin in place of the old Yearbook. The material is well prepared and presented. One might, however, criticize the apportionment of material, since the present number has three articles dealing with religion and one with travels. As in most Swedish-American history, there is an over-emphasis on the religious phase. The publishing of historical essays along with the source material will do a great deal
to stimulate research in the general field and in a short time increase the scope of knowledge about the history of the Swedish people in America.

ERNEST B. GUSTAFSON


This is a local church or parish history of unusual merit, for the author has culled his information from a wide variety of sources and he gives the book a general significance by placing the story of the parish in its general setting. He presents first a valuable historical account of the diocese of St. Paul, then a review of the history of Brown County, next a concise account of the history of the village of Sleepy Eye, and finally a well-arranged narrative of the past of St. Mary's parish, established in 1876. The social historian will be interested in Dr. Schaefer's analysis of the Catholic population of Sleepy Eye in the year when the parish was founded. The number of men, he states, reached about a hundred, many of them fathers of families. He continues:

The majority of them were of German origin; and they came from various parts of the former German empire, the Austrian monarchy or other German countries of Europe. Not all came directly from their old homes to this section of Brown county; not a few took up their abode first in other parts of Minnesota or of the United States. According to reliable information the immigrants from the German centers in Bohemia came directly to the regions around Sleepy Eye; while the others, as a rule, had been elsewhere for some time. A considerable minority of these Catholics, almost one-third, came originally from the British empire, the larger part from Catholic Ireland, one from England and two from Scotland. Without exception they all lived first in some other parts of America, either the United States or Canada, before they reached this territory. There were also two Catholics of French origin, who came from the French sections of Canada.
Following this statement Dr. Schaefer lists the names and the countries of origin of these original settlers, the "founders of the Catholic parish of Sleepy Eye," drawing his material from "the old parish books." Dr. Schaefer's book affords an excellent illustration of the importance of parish records as sources for the history of settlement. Such records form an invaluable supplement to the federal and state census schedules and they deserve to be preserved carefully, not only in the interest of the local church historian but also in that of the student of Minnesota and mid-western social history in general.

T. C. B.
MINNESOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY NOTES

The seventh state historical convention under the auspices of the society will be held at Brainerd on June 13 and 14, upon invitation of the Crow Wing County Historical Society, seconded by the Brainerd chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution, the mayor, the chamber of commerce, and various clubs. The program of the first day has the following features: an automobile trip from St. Paul to the site of old Fort Ripley; a picnic luncheon followed by a paper or an address on the history of the fort; an evening session in Brainerd, held jointly with the League of Minnesota Municipalities, at which Dr. William Anderson, acting head of the political science department at the University of Minnesota, will speak on "Local Government and Local History"; and a water pageant arranged by the citizens of Brainerd. On June 14 the tour will be continued to Mille Lacs, with a luncheon and program at Vineland, where Mr. Irving H. Hart will read a paper on the Sandy Lake Chippewa and Mr. William E. Culkin, president of the St. Louis County Historical Society, will give an address on the explorer, Du Luth, who visited this Minnesota lake nearly two hundred and fifty years ago. The tourists will then drive to the Cuyuna Range, and a brief program will probably be given at Crosby, after which the return to Brainerd will be made. In the evening, at Breezy Point Lodge, some twenty miles out of Brainerd, those attending the historical convention will join the members of the league convention in a banquet, after which an address will be given by Bishop Bennett of Duluth.

Sixty-six additions to the active membership of the society were made during the quarter ending March 31. The names of the new members grouped by counties, follow:

BECKER: Rev. Benno Watrin of Ponsford.
BLUE EARTH: Horace W. Roberts of Mankato.
BROWN: Dr. William F. Rounds of Sleepy Eye.
CHISAGO: S. Bernhard Wennerberg of Center City.

Hennepin: John I. Bell, Russell M. Bennett, Lawrence J. Fish, George W. Harsh, Herbert Heaton, Mrs. Charles G. Hicks, Robert E. Macgregor, Mrs. Neely E. Pardee, William F. Rogers, Augustus L. Searle, Mrs. Albert W. Strong, and William C. Tubbs, all of Minneapolis.

Kanabec: John Augustson of Mora.

Lyon: Rev. Nels L. Otterstad of Cottonwood and J. E. Richardson of Tracy.

Marshall: Mrs. Bernice P. Heland of Argyle.

McLeod: Spurgeon S. Beach of Hutchinson.

Mower: Martin A. Nelson of Austin.

Nicollet: Oscar J. Johnson of St. Peter.

Otter Tail: John Froslie of Fergus Falls.

Pine: Floyd A. Althaus of Hinckley.

Polk: Col. Charles Loring of Crookston.


Rice: Dr. James M. Murdoch of Faribault.


Scott: Frank H. Juergens of Jordan.


Steele: Obed C. Ulland of Blooming Prairie.

Wabasha: W. P. Buckingham of Minneiska.

Washington: W. E. Easton of Stillwater.

The Crow Wing County Historical Society and the St. Paul chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution became institutional members of the society during the quarter ending March 31.

The public schools of Moorhead, the Edison High School of Minneapolis, Concordia College at Moorhead, and St. Mark’s Parochial School of Shakopee have recently become subscribers to the publications of the society.

The society lost fourteen active members by death during the past quarter: George Rupley of Duluth, January 2; Henry Deutsch of Minneapolis, January 9; Benjamin F. Nelson of Minneapolis, January 11; Elisha B. Wood of Long Prairie, January 13; Clarence W. Alvord, who died at Diana Marino, Italy, January 24; Fendall G. Winston of Minneapolis, February 2; Charles M. Power of St. Paul, February 14; Fred L. Smith of Minneapolis, February 17; Dr. John G. Cross of Minneapolis, March 3; Julius Thorson of Benson, March 8; James A. Peterson of Minneapolis, March 9; George W. Garrard of Frontenac, March 27; Charles M. Harrington of Minneapolis, March 27; and James W. Falconer of Minneapolis, March 31.

The superintendent will be on leave of absence during July and the first half of August to teach in the summer session of Harvard University. One of the two courses that he will give is on “New Points of View in American History.”

The assistant superintendent has been given a leave of absence from September 1, 1928, to August 1, 1929, to enable him to accept a fellowship from the John Simon Guggenheim Foundation of New York for research in Norway on the history of Norwegian immigration to the United States. He will represent the society and read a paper at the Sixth International Congress of Historical Sciences at Oslo, in August. Mr. Verne Chatelaine, a teaching assistant in the history department of the University of Minnesota, has been appointed to fill the temporary vacancy caused by Mr. Blegen’s absence and will take up his work on September 1. Mr. Chatelaine has done graduate work in history at the University of Chicago and the University of Minnesota and has had considerable experience as a history teacher in Nebraska.
Mr. Babcock, the curator of the museum, is on a leave of absence extending from February 1 to July 1 and is employing the time to carry on private historical research, primarily in the manuscript and other historical sources available in the collections of the society. He has interrupted his leave, however, to handle the arrangements for the state historical convention to be held in Brainerd in June. During Mr. Babcock's absence Miss Olive J. Clark, the museum assistant, is serving as acting curator.

The librarian, Miss Krausnick, has received a year's leave of absence, beginning July 1, for rest and travel.

The assistant superintendent represented the society at the twenty-first annual meeting of the Mississippi Valley Historical Association, held in Des Moines, Iowa, from April 26 to 28, and read at one of the sessions a paper on "State Historical Agencies and the Public," which is published in the present number of the magazine.

A talk on "Father Hennepin and the Discovery of Minnesota" was given by Dr. Buck on March 19 at a meeting of the Nicollet assembly of the Knights of Columbus in Minneapolis. On February 27 Dr. Blegen attended a meeting in Faribault of the Rice County Historical Society and gave an illustrated lecture on "The Lure of Minnesota History." Dr. Nute gave illustrated talks on "Fur-trade Days in Minnesota" to the Monday Literary Club of St. Paul on January 3 and to the Minnesota chapter of the Daughters of Founders and Patriots of America in St. Paul on February 16. She also gave an illustrated lecture on "The Voyageur" before the Faculty Club of Hamline University on January 10. Other recent talks by Dr. Nute were on "The Sandy Lake Fort" before the General James Knapp chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution in Minneapolis on February 3; on "George Washington and the West" at a sectional meeting of the Federation of Women's Clubs in Minneapolis on February 18; and on "Pioneer Women in Minnesota" to the Maplewood Women's Club on March 13.

The next book to be published by the society will probably be the first volume of a two-volume work entitled "Minnesota in
the War with Germany," by Franklin F. Holbrook and Livia Appel of the war records division. Most of the volume is now in the hands of the printer and it is expected that the book will be ready for distribution in July or August.

The assistant superintendent attended in February a meeting in Chicago of the editorial and executive boards of the Norwegian-American Historical Association. While there he spoke on "The Present-day Study of the History of American Immigration, with Special Reference to the Work of the Norwegian-American Historical Association" at a dinner attended by members of the history department of the University of Chicago.

Among recent users of the manuscripts of the Minnesota Historical Society were a college professor, a brigadier-general, a Sioux Indian, a popular novelist, and a considerable number of university and college students. The number of readers from January 1 to March 31 totaled 78. During the same period the society's library served 1,577 readers.

Harper and Brothers of New York are planning to bring out a reprint in pamphlet form of the article entitled "The Literature of the Pioneer West" by Henry Commager, which was published in the December number of the magazine.

A paper on "Minnesota Public Documents" by Jacob Hodnefield, head of the accessions division of the society's library, appears in the March issue of Library Notes and News, the quarterly publication of the library division of the state department of education. Mr. Hodnefield first tells what public documents are, then considers how and what a library should select in this field of publication, how such documents may be secured, and finally how to handle them and to put them into circulation.

ACCESSIONS

Among the manuscripts recently received by the society, perhaps the most significant for its contribution to knowledge of the early history of Minnesota consists of the diaries kept by the Reverend Jedediah D. Stevens from September 9, 1829, to April 2, 1830, which, together with some other diaries and
papers of Stevens', have been presented by his daughter, Mrs. S. E. Williams of Minnewaukan, North Dakota. The importance of these diaries lies in the fact that they supply exact information about a trip made by Stevens and the Reverend Alvin Coe to Fort Snelling in 1829, with a view to inaugurating missionary work among the Indians, and recount hitherto unknown missionary activities of Stevens among the Chippewa in the upper St. Croix Valley during the ensuing winter.

The acquisition of some eight hundred sheets of photostatic copies of documents in the Indian office at Washington from the period of the late twenties and early thirties makes available for use in the society's manuscript division letters and reports of Indian agents, army officers, superintendents of Indian affairs, missionaries, and others in Minnesota and the Northwest — in short, a mass of communications on Indian affairs that went from the northwestern frontier to government officials in Washington.

A small collection of papers of Austin Willey, a prominent leader in antislavery and temperance movements in Maine, who settled in Northfield in 1857, has been presented by his daughter, Mrs. Emily Skinner of Northfield. Among the papers are the constitution of the Maine Anti-slavery Society and a letter from John Greenleaf Whittier addressed to "my old fellow worker in the noble cause."

A list of the chaplains stationed at Fort Snelling from 1825 to 1927 has been presented by the compiler, Major Frank C. Rideout, who is the present chaplain at the fort.

A manuscript of about twenty-five pages consisting of the reminiscences of Mr. Edward Season of Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, who lived at Cannon Falls most of the time from 1853 to 1861 and served as a private in the First Minnesota Volunteer Infantry during the Civil War, has been received from Miss Mabel Marvin of Winona.

A sketch of the activities of the town-site company that founded Hutchinson in 1855 and planned the adjoining town of Harmony, written by a member, Mr. W. W. Pendergast, has been presented by Mr. E. E. Sugden of Yakima, Washington.
With this sketch Mr. Sugden also sent the society the manuscript of an address delivered in 1905 by Dr. Kee Wakefield at the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of Hutchinson.

A diary kept by Paul H. Rosendahl on the Sibley expedition of 1863 and in various camps in southern Minnesota during the preceding winter has been presented by his son, Mr. Oliver P. Rosendahl of Spring Grove, through the courtesy of the latter’s brother, Professor C. O. Rosendahl of the University of Minnesota.

The Civil War diary of Thomas P. Gere of Chatfield, kept from the time of his enlistment in January, 1862, until his return to his home in May, 1865, has recently been added to the manuscript collection. The early entries contain amusing descriptions of a recruit’s life at Fort Snelling. In March, 1862, Gere was ordered to Fort Ridgely, where on August 3 he recorded a brush with the Indians, a prelude to the great uprising of the Sioux that began on August 18. On November 16 Gere was ordered to “Dixie,” and thereafter his account is one of marches, camps, skirmishes, sieges, and battles. He participated in twelve campaigns and eighteen battles, and in 1865 received the Medal of Honor from the secretary of war for bravery in action. Supplementing the diary for the period of the siege of Fort Ridgely is a paper of reminiscences written in 1911 from notes and recollections, presented by Gere’s widow, who lives in Chicago. This paper tells of the founding of the fort, the events leading to the Indian outbreak, and the story of the siege.

A brief manuscript history of Winona has been presented by Mr. Orrin F. Smith of that city. In it he has woven together stories that he heard from the lips of early settlers, his own recollections, and excerpts from newspapers, and the result is an enlightening account of social conditions with emphasis upon such matters as Indian relations, pioneer amusements, a Christmas celebration, an averted duel, early schools, and a frontier wedding.

Some twenty-five pages of extracts and abstracts of material in the Pilot, a Catholic newspaper of Boston, relating to coloni-
zation enterprises in Minnesota from 1879 to 1886 have been presented by Professor James B. Hedges of Clark University. Special mention is made of the Sweetman colony at Currie in Murray County; of the settlements at Graceville, De Graff, Avoca, Woodstock, Pipestone, Fulda, Tracy, Marshall, Ghent, Adrian, and Iona; and of the work of the Irish Catholic Colonization Society. It is hoped that a file of the paper itself may ultimately be acquired and information about files that might be available would be much appreciated.

The Soldiers' Monument Association of Minneapolis has turned over to the society its record books covering the period from its organization, in September, 1915, to 1923. The association was formed by the various patriotic societies of women affiliated with the Grand Army of the Republic. The records consist of minutes, lists of members, addresses delivered at unveilings of monuments, and similar material.

A detailed account by Mr. Oscar L. Mather of Madison Lake of his experiences as a Red Cross worker, mainly in the year following the signing of the armistice, in Switzerland, Germany, Italy, Roumania, and Poland has been presented by the author.

Among several recent additions to the society's collection of objects illustrating pioneer agricultural methods and work are an ox yoke believed to have been used in 1854 to plow the first furrow in Steele County, and a pair of hames used there in 1860, received from Mrs. Frank W. Adams of Owatonna; and a grain flail from Mr. Charles E. Battles of Bemidji. Mr. Battles is also the donor of a spinning wheel and of a butteris—a steel instrument used in paring the hoofs of horses.

Recent additions to the society's costume collection include a black silk dress of 1882, received from Miss Elizabeth Underwood of Minneapolis; a wedding dress dating from 1884 of seafoam faille and brocade velvet, from Mrs. Edwin S. Capen of Los Angeles; and a black velvet waistcoat dating from about 1850, from Mrs. Stella R. O'Brien of Rockford, Illinois.

An infant's cradle said to have been used by four generations since 1825 has been presented to the society by Mrs. Clarence Pratt of St. Paul.
One of a number of bronze medals made by Pierre Roche of Paris to commemorate the erection of the Peace Portal on the international boundary between the United States and Canada near Blaine, Washington, which was dedicated on September 6, 1921, has been presented by Mr. Samuel Hill of Seattle.

A copy of a volume entitled *Francis Drake and Other Early Explorers Along the Pacific Coast* (San Francisco, 1927. 290 p.) has recently been received as a gift from the author, Mr. John W. Robertson. Numerous extracts from the sources give a fine contemporary flavor to the account, which includes chapters on the "Indians of the Californias" and the "Jesuit Survey of Baja California."

Several hundred books and pamphlets, an assembled picture of the members of the state senate of 1891, and a shotgun used in the Indian Outbreak of 1862 have been received from the estate of the late Gideon S. Ives of St. Paul, through the courtesy of his son, Mr. Henry S. Ives of Evanston, Illinois.

**Some Rare Scandinavian Emigration Pamphlets**

Of special interest and value is a group of pamphlets relating to Scandinavian immigration to the United States in the late sixties and early seventies recently secured by the society from Norway. The pamphlets were originally collected by L. Knopf, an emigrant agent in Norway, who himself wrote one of them: *Veiledning for emigranter til Amerika* (Christiania, 1869. 31 p.). Knopf prepared this "Guide for Emigrants to America" after having conducted a group of approximately a hundred Norwegian and Swedish emigrants to America by way of Hull and Liverpool in the summer of 1868. He accompanied the emigrants from New York to Chicago and thereupon traveled about in Wisconsin and Minnesota. The subsequently prepared account combines a narrative of this experience with a general guide. It deals in careful detail with the emigrant's preparation and equipment for the journey, the trip from Christiania to Hull, the arrival at Hull, the arrival at Liverpool, the journey from Liverpool to New York, the arrival at New York, and the journey from New York to Chicago. Another pamphlet in the group, bearing the
title *Nogle strøbmærkninger om de Norske i Amerika og deres forholde* (Sarpsborg, 1867. 30 p.), was written by K. Thrond- sen, a Norwegian student who emigrated to America in 1864. His "Desultory Remarks about the Norwegians in America and Their Circumstances" was written in Decorah, Iowa, in the summer of 1867 and was first brought out in a newspaper of Sarpsborg. The author describes the problems of emigration by way of Quebec and gives a careful appraisal of the situation of the Norwegians in the West. Two pamphlets are from the pen of a Dane, Wilhelm Sommer. The first, published at Copenhagen in 1867, is entitled *Om udvandringen til Amerika i almindelighed og fra Danmark og Sverig-Norig i særdeleshed* (23 p.), and the second, brought out at Copenhagen the next year, is called *Erindringer fra et ophold i Amerika* (122 p.). The latter, "Recollecti ons from a Stay in America," is an interesting account of the author’s experiences in the summer of 1866. He crossed on an emigrant ship and gives a good description of the voyage and the arrival in New York. There is an engaging chapter on "Bowling Green and Castle Garden," and most of the remaining material deals with New York City, including a diverting account of "A Tour Through Broadway." The pamphlet of 1867 is "On the Emigration to America in General and from Denmark and Sweden-Norway in Particular" and embodies the author's general observations on the subject. A. C. Boyesen’s *Udvandreren veileder og raadgiver* ("The Emigrant’s Guide and Adviser"), published at Christiania in 1868 (131 p.), is a general guide, but gives special attention to Minnesota because, as the author states, "Minnesota takes the first place among the states to which the Scandinavian emigrants are going." A very rare pamphlet in the group is G. O’Hara Taaffe’s *California som det er* (Copenhagen, 1869. 40 p.). Taaffe is described on the title page as consul for Denmark and vice-consul for Sweden and Norway in California. In the preface to this account of "California As It Is," the author, writing in May, 1869, at Copenhagen, states that he arrived in California eighteen years before that date and had been a miner and later a business man in San Francisco and had served as consul for ten years. His object in writing his account was not to stimulate emigration but simply to tell the truth about
California. The pamphlet is a well-rounded work of description in ten short chapters or sections. A pamphlet of special Minnesota interest is *Minnesota såsom hem för Emigranten* (Red Wing, Minnesota, 1869. 17 p.). This was issued by the state as a part of its activities for the promotion of immigration to Minnesota; it is a Swedish account of "Minnesota as a Home for Emigrants," with a foreword by T. B. Franklin, and it is based in part upon Hans Mattson's *Minnesota och dess fördelar för Indvandraren* (Chicago, 1867). There is a similar pamphlet in Norwegian about Wisconsin, issued in 1867 with a map by the board of immigration of that state (27 p.). This is a translation of the board's English pamphlet describing the state for prospective emigrants and was presumably prepared by John A. Johnson, a member of the board. The title page is missing. The collection includes another pamphlet entitled *Om udvandringen* (32 p.) by J. A. Johnson Skipnæs, who is identical with the previously mentioned John A. Johnson. This is a more general treatise "On Emigration" and deals especially with problems relating to the Norwegian emigration. Though the title page is missing and no date of publication appears, it is probably from the late sixties. Other items in the group are a copy of "Richardson's New Map of the State of Texas Corrected for the Texas Almanac to 1872"; a pamphlet in Norwegian (12 p. Map.) dealing with the Memphis and Charleston Railroad, but lacking a title page and any indication of date of publication; and finally a Union Pacific Railroad pamphlet of 1870, printed in Danish at Copenhagen, entitled *Vejviser til Union Pacific jernbanens land*. This "Guide to the Lands of the Union Pacific Railroad" gives thirty-two pages of information touching the land colonization plans of that road.
The cause of American history suffered a great loss in the death of Clarence W. Alvord at Diana Marino, Italy, on January 27. Perhaps no one has done more than Professor Alvord to promote the scientific study of history in the Middle West. As the founder and for many years the editor of the *Mississippi Valley Historical Review*, as the editor of numerous important volumes in the *Illinois Historical Collections*, as the author of several notable books of history distinguished not alone for mastery of detail but also for breadth of interpretation and charm of diction, and as an unusually stimulating teacher, he had an influence that was deep and wide. His friends—and they were many—will remember him not only as a great scholar but also as a brilliant conversationalist and a genial personality. It is interesting to recall that the first article published in the present magazine was a lucid exposition by Professor Alvord of “The Relation of the State to Historical Work,” which he presented at the annual meeting of the Minnesota Historical Society in 1915. In 1920, after many years of service as a teacher of history at the University of Illinois, he joined the faculty of the University of Minnesota, and from 1921 until 1924 he was a member of the executive council of the Minnesota Historical Society. After his removal to Minnesota he wrote two additional articles for this magazine, one entitled “Mississippi Valley Problems and the American Revolution” and the other “When Minnesota Was a Pawn of International Politics,” both of which he read at meetings of the society—the latter at a council meeting and also in Duluth at the first of the society’s series of state historical conventions. Professor Alvord also contributed a number of reviews to the magazine, one of which was written after he had severed his Minnesota connections and gone to Europe, where he spent the last four or five years of his life. A short biographical sketch of Professor Alvord by Dr. Solon J. Buck will be included in the first volume of the forthcoming *Dictionary of American Biography* and a more extended account by the same
author, with a bibliography of Professor Alvord's published writings, is planned for the December number of the *Mississippi Valley Historical Review*.

In an article on "The Nature of Historical Repetition" in the English magazine *History* for January, Professor E. W. Adams suggests that perhaps the saying that "history never repeats itself" is one of those "too 'blunt' truths which require sharpening a little before we can work with them." He suggests modifying it thus, "History repeats itself with a difference. . . . The onward march of events, in its roll down the centuries, behaves like" a snowball and "picking up and incorporating the events in its path, it turns about with an ever-increasing diameter." The new event may be like the old, "yet it is unlike it because the old has been, as it were, incorporated and digested by the new and forms part of the tissue of the new."

"History is the record of all that the senses of man can perceive and all that the intellect of man can apprehend." With this broad definition Dr. John Fortescue opens a suggestive little volume on *The Writing of History* (New York, 1926. 74 p.).

A paper of special interest read at the meeting of the Mississippi Valley Historical Association in Des Moines in April was that by Dr. Louise P. Kellogg, of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, on "Robert Rogers and Jonathan Carver." Using the copies of Carver's journals belonging to the Minnesota Historical Society and made from the originals in the British Museum, Dr. Kellogg offered a new interpretation of the backgrounds of Carver's explorations. It is understood that the paper will be published in an early number of the *Wisconsin Magazine of History*. The presidential address of the association, given by Dr. Joseph Schafer, was a scholarly historical estimate of "Carl Schurz, Immigrant Statesman." A paper of special Minnesota interest was given by Mr. J. R. Starr, of the University of Minnesota, on "The Northern Overland Route from Fort Abercrombie to the Coast," a study based to a considerable extent upon early Minnesota newspapers. Other papers of interest for the Middle West were on the "Efforts of the Grange in the
Middle West to Control the Price of Farm Machinery," by Arthur H. Hirsch; and "The Influence of the Army in the Settlement and Development of the Mississippi Valley," by Major Thomas J. Camp.

A bill authorizing the appropriation of $125,000 for the printing of official papers in the federal offices at Washington pertaining to the territories from which the states of the Union have been created passed the Senate in February.

A valuable contribution to American Indian lore is made in *L'Art et la Philosophie des Indiens de L'Amerique du Nord* by Hartley Burr Alexander (Paris, 1926. 118 p.).

Charming Indian legends and stories make up a volume entitled *Indian Moons* by Winona Blanche Allanson (Minneapolis, 1927. 63 p.). The author is a great-granddaughter of the noted Minnesota trader, Major Joseph R. Brown, and through his wife, Suzanne Frenier, is descended from "Wenonah, daughter of Waanan, of the dynasty of Red Thunder, head chief of the Confederated Sioux nation."

Miss Frances Densmore of Red Wing gave an illustrated lecture on the "Music of the American Indian" before members of the Minneapolis Society of Fine Arts at the Minneapolis Institute of Arts on February 21. As illustrative material Miss Densmore employed Indian songs and musical instruments used in tribal ceremonies as well as slides picturing Indian life.

Mr. William B. Bartlett is the author of an account of the "Sioux-Chippewa Feud," based for the most part upon William W. Warren's "History of the Ojibways,"—instalments of which have been appearing in the *Daily Telegram* of Eau Claire, Wisconsin, since March 3. The beginnings of the Chippewa invasion, which brought the tribe as far west as La Pointe, are described in the first article; others deal with some of the clashes of the Sioux and the Chippewa around Lake Superior, the great battle of the rival tribes at Mille Lacs, and the part played by the Chippewa in the conspiracy of Pontiac.
A concise sketch of the life of Henry R. Schoolcraft, contributed by Floyd B. Streeter to the October, 1927, issue of the American Collector, is followed by a bibliography of Schoolcraft's writings made up of nearly forty titles. An interesting portrait of the explorer appears as the frontispiece to the number.

The Westward March of American Settlement by Hamlin Garland (Chicago, 1927. 35 p.) is a reading guide issued by the American Library Association. In the list of "recommended books" one misses Professor Frederick J. Turner's The Frontier in American History. Among the novels listed are Eggleston's Hoosier Schoolmaster, Churchill's The Crossing, Owen Wister's The Virginian, and Garland's own Trail-makers of the Middle Border. Professor Frederic L. Paxson's Last American Frontier, but not his more recent History of the American Frontier, is included, and also Roosevelt's Episodes from "The Winning of the West."

A course dealing with "The Frontier in American History" is to be taught by Mr. A. B. Morris in the summer session of the Mankato State Teachers College. In the February number of School Progress, a journal published by that college, Mr. Morris has a suggestive article entitled, "Teaching Children to Interpret History."

A History of Ira, Vermont by Simon L. Peck, "Town Clerk for Over Forty Years" (Rutland, Vermont, 1926) is of Minnesota and western interest because the author appends to his account of the local history of Ira a section entitled "The Author's Early Experiences upon the Plains and the Rockies of the Great West during the Years 1866-1867" based upon a contemporary diary. This is a colorful narrative of Peck's western experiences, which began in the spring of 1866, when he joined at Shakopee, Minnesota, a train of emigrants bound for the gold mines of Montana. The organizers of the party were Harrison J. Peck and L. M. Brown, law partners in Shakopee. "It took about two weeks for these two men to organize and bring together a bunch of 150 men and some 75 wagons with two yokes of oxen to each wagon, very few wagons having only one yoke. There
were only four women in the whole outfit. Many of the men had seen service in the western armies during the Civil War, and were veterans in the use of the rifle and accustomed to service as fighters against Indians, and were not easily disturbed where danger seemed to threaten." The train started about the first of June and "moved in two columns, one wagon behind another and the columns about 40 feet apart." The author continues with an interesting account of Indians and buffalo and of experiences on the march. "From the time we started in Minnesota until we reached the valley of the Prickly Pear River and the city of Helena upon the western side of it," he writes, "we were on the road about 100 days and covered a distance of some 1300 miles and without the loss of a man." Peck left Montana in 1867, making the first lap of his return to Vermont by way of the Missouri River.

Under the heading "Mining Isle Royale for History," an editorial in the Minneapolis Journal for January 22 calls attention to the archeological researches that are being conducted by the universities of Michigan and Chicago in the old copper workings on the island. The writer ventures the suggestion that "It is not outside the bounds of reason that these copper workings of Isle Royale may be found to have been an enterprise of Old World men, rather than of some prehistoric people native to North America."

"My Memories of Rafting Days on the Old Mississipp'" is the title of a vivid article by Charles Edward Russell in the November, 1927, issue of the New Age Magazine. The author lived as a boy at Le Claire, Iowa, and describes rafting and steamboating on the river as he observed them a generation ago.

The Catalogue of the Centenary Exhibition of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad 1827-1927 (Baltimore, 1927. 210 p.) contains a mass of valuable information, largely in explanation of specified and numbered exhibits, relating to the mechanical aspects of the progress of railroading in the United States. Minnesota is represented by a detailed statement about "William Crooks and Train." The famous locomotive that on June 28, 1862,
hauled the first train to run from St. Paul to St. Anthony was displayed at the exhibition, which was held near Baltimore in October.

"What It Has Cost to Build America" is the title of a striking brief article by Professor O. E. Rölvaag, the author of *Giants in the Earth*, published in *Nordmands forbundet* for March.

*Nordamerika: natur bygd och Svenskbygd* by Helge Nelson (Stockholm, 1926. 523 p.) is a valuable study of American geographic, economic, and social conditions by a well-known Swedish scholar. Special attention is given to the Swedish settlements in the United States.

An interesting diary kept by Søren Bache, a Norwegian immigrant in the Middle West, principally in Wisconsin, from 1839 to 1847 is being published in monthly installments in the magazine *Norsk ungdom* of Minneapolis, beginning with the January issue. The original of the diary has been turned over to the library of St. Olaf College in Northfield and it is understood that an English translation will be brought out by the Norwegian-American Historical Association.

The Kensington rune stone has been purchased from Mr. Hjalmar R. Holand by a group of Douglas County men for the sum of $2,500 and is at present being kept in Alexandria, according to an announcement in the *Minneapolis Journal* for February 18.

"When the Rune Stone Went Abroad" is the title of a very interesting article in Norwegian by Hjalmar R. Holand, published in the 1927 issue of *Jul i vesterheimen* (Minneapolis). Mr. Holand tells of his experiences in 1911, when he took the Kensington rune stone to Rouen, France, and Christiania, Norway. He gives his attention, not to the opinions of the European experts who examined the famous inscription, but to the many and amusing incidental experiences that he had on the trip. In the same number of *Jul i vesterheimen* appears an excellent article on the career of Paul Hjelm-Hansen, the Norwegian journalist who "blazed the way" for Scandinavian settlement in the Red River Valley, by Carl G. O. Hansen, illustrated by a view of the
plaque in honor of Hjelm-Hansen that now hangs on one of the walls of the museum of the Minnesota Historical Society.

Plans for establishing a Scandinavian museum at the University of Minnesota were discussed at a meeting held on the campus on March 20. It was attended by representatives of the various libraries and museums of the Twin Cities and by Mr. C. A. Parker, director of the municipal museum of Rochester, New York.

_Saga islendinga i Nordur-Dakota_ by Thorstina Jackson (Winnipeg, 1926. 474 p.) is a valuable study, in Icelandic, of the Icelandic colonies in North Dakota. Most of the volume is devoted to biographical sketches, though the introductory material furnishes a general setting and traces the connections of the Dakota settlements with the rest of the world. It is to be hoped that the book will be made available to a larger circle of readers through the publication of an English edition.

A brief article entitled “Finnish Co-operators in America,” which appears in _The Interpreter_ for March, devotes some attention to the success of the Finns in “consumers’ mutual help” in Cloquet.

A recently published volume on _The Germanic Influence in the Making of Michigan_ by John A. Russell (Detroit, 1927. 415 p.) illustrates excellently the possibilities in studies of given racial influences within a restricted area. Dr. Russell, who is dean of the school of commerce and finance of the University of Detroit, is not himself of German origin; he wrote his book as a “modest contribution to community good nature and understanding” in an attempt to correct some of the wrong impressions left by the World War. The forty-two chapters of the book are followed by a detailed bibliography.

A valuable study of “The Political Activities of the Dutch Immigrants from 1847 to the Civil War,” by Henry S. Lucas, appears in the _Iowa Journal of History and Politics_ for April.

The _Wisconsin Magazine of History_ for March prints a very interesting address by Mrs. William C. Lounsbury given on November 11, 1927, at the dedication in Superior, Wisconsin, of a
tablet commemorating the location of the first building in Superior and the "beginning of the military road which was to link the more settled communities about St. Paul with this new country." The initiative in the establishment of Superior was apparently taken by Colonel Daniel A. Robertson, Rensselaer R. Nelson, and Daniel A. J. Baker of St. Paul, who went to Superior and made land claims that would give them control of the harbor, a step taken in June, 1853, after the digging of the ship canal at Sault Ste. Marie had been started. "In January, 1854," according to Mrs. Lounsbury, "only seven claim shanties had been built, yet in the convivial celebration of New Year's Eve, 1853," when rival factions of land claimants in Superior were on friendly terms, "Judge Baker proposed that they join and cut a road through to the St. Croix River. He said: 'We all must use it in getting to the land office at Hudson and in obtaining our mail and provisions. I will furnish the supplies if the rest of you will do the packing, cutting, and logging.'" Mrs. Lounsbury states that on January 2, 1854, "fourteen choppers set to work to cut a trail twenty feet in width for fifty-seven miles through dense forest to Chase's Camp on the St. Croix." A St. Paul newspaper on February 18 reported that a party had come through on the new road. Later Henry M. Rice secured a Congressional grant of twenty thousand dollars to complete and to provide bridges for the trail thus created.

A careful study of *The Northern Boundary of Indiana* by Mrs. Frank J. Sheehan has been issued as volume 8, number 6, of the *Indiana Historical Society Publications* (Indianapolis, 1928. p. 289-321).

An interesting account of "The 'Anson Northup,'" the first steamboat on the Red River, appears in the *Beaver* for March. Some items of information are drawn from the files of the Nor'-Wester of Fort Garry, later Winnipeg.

An article on "Fort Mandan, 1804–6," based upon field notes made in 1927 by A. L. Truax and O. G. Libby, appears in the *North Dakota Historical Quarterly* for October. Another contribution to the number is an account of "Father George Antoine Belcourt, Red River Missionary," a translation from a study by
Judge L. A. Prud'homme originally brought out in French in the *Proceedings and Transactions* of the Royal Society of Canada for 1920. The first installment of the story of "Steamboating on the Red River of the North" from 1859 to its decline in the early eighties is presented by Captain Fred A. Bill in the January issue of the *Quarterly*. The article is apparently based upon the paper read by Captain Bill at the state historical convention held at Redwood Falls in 1923, a report of which appears ante, 5: 272–275. Another valuable article in the January number is "The Frontier Army on the Missouri River, 1860–1870," by Raymond L. Welty. Special attention is given to expeditions from Minnesota westward in the sixties and to the military protection established over the routes between Minnesota and the Missouri River. In the same issue of the magazine Mr. Dana Wright continues his series of articles on "The Sibley Trail," and there is an interesting account of "Pioneer Days in North Dakota" by Mrs. H. E. Crofford, who settled at Fargo in 1871 and went to Jamestown to teach school three years later.

A diary portraying vividly the experiences of a French soldier in the Dakota country in the late sixties has recently appeared in Paris under the title *Vie militaire dans le Dakota; notes et souvenirs (1867–1869)*, by Comte Régis de Trobriand (1926. 407 p.).

*Rekindling Camp Fires: The Exploits of Ben Arnold (Connor), (Wa-si-cu Tam-a-he-ca), An Authentic Narrative of Sixty Years in the Old West as Indian Fighter, Gold Miner, Cowboy, Hunter and Army Scout*, edited by Lewis F. Crawford (Bismarck, North Dakota, 1926. 324 p.), is a thrilling story of adventure in Dakota and the West after 1863, with occasional Minnesota connections. For example, in 1872 Arnold spent some time in Mankato and happened to be in that city on election day, when, so he says, he and a companion were employed by a certain candidate for office "to get voters drunk, then bring them in to the polls with ballots marked for them." Arnold continues: "This, of course, was long before the Australian ballot system came into use. The pay we were getting from him was so much better than we could earn chopping wood that in our zeal to
give value received we both voted in each of the two wards of Mankato. We had not been in that vicinity over ten days and of course were not entitled to vote at all."


*After Fifty Years: A Brief Discussion of the History and Activities of the Swiss-German Mennonites from Russia Who Settled in South Dakota in 1874* by John J. Gering (Marion, South Dakota, 1924. 58 p.) includes an account of a preliminary examination of lands in Minnesota, Canada, and Dakota.

A source of great value for the early history of Montana and the West is *The Journals and Letters of Major John Owen, Pioneer of the Northwest, 1850-1871, Embracing his Purchase of St. Mary's Mission; the Building of Fort Owen; his Travels; his Relation with the Indians; his Work for the Government; and his Activities as a Western Empire Builder for Twenty Years*, edited by Seymour Dunbar and Paul C. Phillips (New York, 1927. 347, 367 p.).

Among the subjects of doctoral theses in Canadian history and economics, a list of which appears in the *Canadian Historical Review* for March, may be noted the following: "Canadian Immigration to the United States," by J. E. Conn (Columbia); "Proposals for the Annexation of Canada to the United States," by Mary E. Fittro (Johns Hopkins); "The Fur Trade and the Northwest Boundary," by L. B. K. Lesley (California); "British Indian Policy in Canada, 1759-1812," by R. O. MacFarlane (Harvard); "The Unused Land of Manitoba: A Survey of the Physical, Economic, and Social Factors of Land Settlement," by R. W. Murchie (Minnesota); "The History of the Settlement of the Red River District," by J. P. Pritchett (Queen's); "The Great Lakes as a Factor in Immigration and Settlement," by F. L. Sawyer (Michigan); "The Administration of the Government of Canada, 1763-1774," by S. M. Scott (Michigan); and "The
Movement for the Annexation of Canada, 1865-1872," by J. P. Smith (Chicago).

_The Old Forts of Winnipeg (1738-1927)_ is the title of a careful study by Dr. Charles N. Bell, president of the Historical and Scientific Society of Manitoba, issued in pamphlet form as number 3 in the new series of _Transactions_ of that society (May, 1927. 39 p.). Dr. Bell discusses Fort Maurepas, Fort Rouge, Legardeur de St. Pierre's fort, Fort Bruce and Boyer, Alexander Henry's "The Fork's Fort," Fort Gibraltar, Fort Douglas, Fiddler's Fort, the first Fort Garry, and the second Fort Garry.

The story of Father Albert Lacombe, an influential missionary in the Canadian Northwest, who passed through St. Paul on his way to the Pembina country in 1849, is told in the Catholic magazine _Columbia_, for February in an article entitled "One Man's Work for Canada," by Joseph Gurn. An extended biography entitled _Le père Lacombe, "L'Homme au bon Cœur," d'après ses mémoires et souvenirs_, by "une soeur de la Providence," was published in Montreal in 1916 (547 p.).

**General Minnesota Items**

_An Illustrated Catalogue of Indian Portraits Followed by Portraits of Scouts, Guides, Generals, Etc., All Painted by Henry H. Cross_, with brief explanatory notes by Mr. R. H. Adams, has been issued by the T. B. Walker Art Galleries of Minneapolis, (1927. 120 p.). It is interesting to observe that Cross, who was born in New York state in 1837, visited Minnesota as early as 1852. "He accepted a position with a traveling circus, and in the summer of that year visited St. Anthony (Minneapolis) and made a fine sketch of the falls with an Indian Encampment and a christening on the west shore." Mr. Adams states that the artist was also in Minnesota "in the summer and autumn of 1862 and made life sketches of Little Crow, Little Shakopee and more than forty other Indians who took part in the uprising including the 38 executed at Mankato, Dec. 26, 1862." The portraits in the Walker Art Galleries were painted during the last ten years of the artist's life on commission from Mr. Walker and on the basis of Cross's earlier sketches. In the _Catalogue_ there are re-
productions of 109 paintings, all but one of them portraits, each accompanied by useful biographical or other data. Among the subjects of special Minnesota interest are Henry H. Sibley, John C. Frémont, Little Six, or Shakopee, Little Crow, John Other Day, Hole-in-the-Day, and Cut Nose.

An interesting historical account of the activities of the mounted police of Canada from 1873 to the present is given in a volume entitled *The Silent Force* (New York, 1927. 383 p.), by T. Morris Longstreth.

In a series of miscellaneous letters published in the *Proceedings* of the Massachusetts Historical Society for 1926–27 (vol. 60, p. 82) is a letter dated November 1, 1822, from General E. P. Gaines to Colonel Josiah Snelling, the commander at Fort St. Anthony, later Fort Snelling. The letter, which was written on the "Mississippi river near the lower mouth of Blak river," shows that the writer had been a visitor at the fort, for he says, "I owe Mrs. Snelling a thousand thanks for the care and kindness with which she contributed to make me forget that since my arrival at St. Anthony I have been in a wilderness." Fort Gaines, later Fort Ripley, received its first name in honor of General Gaines, who had distinguished himself in the War of 1812 and in Indian wars in the South. The trip to Fort St. Anthony in 1822 was probably undertaken for the purpose of an official inspection of the fort.

The Bar Association of St. Louis, Missouri, has issued a book entitled *Walter Henry Sanborn: A Testimonial Volume* (St. Louis, 1927. 180 p.), a review of which will appear in an early number of this magazine.

The bureau for research in government of the University of Minnesota has brought out as number 8 of its *Publications* a valuable pamphlet entitled *A System of Classification for Political Science Collections, with Special Reference to the Needs of Municipal and Governmental Research Libraries*, by William Anderson and Sophia Hall Glidden (Minneapolis, 1928. 188 p.).

A plant and animal group showing a bit of Minnesota prairie as described by the artist-explorer, George Catlin, after his visit
to the pipestone quarries in 1836, has been reconstructed in wax for the zoological museum of the University of Minnesota. A number of rare birds and plants, no longer found in Minnesota, are to be seen in the group.

In commemoration of the services of the Reverend Ezekiel G. Gear, pioneer chaplain at Fort Snelling, the National Council of the Protestant Episcopal Church in America has contributed the sum of one thousand dollars to the building of the new chapel at the fort. Memorial tablets to the chaplain will be placed in the chapel and in the Cathedral of Our Merciful Saviour at Faribault, according to an announcement in the *Minneapolis Journal* for February 16.

The growth and decline of the lumber industry in Minnesota, including the development of the paper mills in the northern section of the state, are traced in the introduction to an interesting account of forestry in Minnesota published in the *Duluth News Tribune* for March 9.

*Forest Fires in Minnesota*, by J. A. Mitchell of the Lake States Forest Experiment Station, is a valuable report on the forest fire problem and contains considerable information on forest fires of the past. The report is published under the auspices of the state commissioner of forestry and fire prevention in cooperation with the forest service of the federal department of agriculture (74 p.).

A monument commemorating the services of General William Colvill as commander of the First Minnesota Volunteer Infantry in the Civil War is to be erected at Cannon Falls. Plans are under way for its dedication on July 29 by the Minnesota National Guard.

A pamphlet entitled *The Court Proceedings in the Trial of Dakota Indians Following the Massacre in Minnesota in August, 1862* has been brought out by Marion P. Satterlee (Minneapolis, 1927. 83 p.). The data given are notes taken by Dr. William W. Folwell from the original trial records in the Senate archives at Washington in 1909. Since then the Minnesota Historical Society has acquired complete photostatic copies of the records.
preserved at Washington, and students of the subject will find it desirable to consult them or the originals.

The credit for designing the first example of the "new structural form" known as the skyscraper is given to Mr. Leroy S. Buffington of Minneapolis in an article entitled "America's Great Gift to Architecture" by Harvey Wiley Corbett, published in the New York Times Magazine for March 18 as the "last of a series of five inquiries into the state of culture in America." The writer records that "In 1880 a Minneapolis architect, Leroy S. Buffington, conceived the idea of building a huge edifice in which the veneer of masonry would be carried on shelves jutting out from a braced steel frame at each floor, thus eliminating heavy masonry at the base to carry the load. By 1883 he had completed a design for a twenty-eight-story building embodying the principle. . . . In a single bound architecture was freed from the shackles of stone-weight and made flexible beyond belief." A picture of Mr. Buffington's design appears with the article.

Dr. C. Eugene Riggs is the author of an interesting contribution to the medical history of the Northwest entitled "The Reminiscences of a Neurologist," which is published in Minnesota Medicine for January and has also been issued as a reprint (11 p.). When Dr. Riggs arrived in St. Paul in 1881 he "found actively functioning a Medical School — 'The St. Paul Medical College.'" He records that though it was "humble in its beginning, situated over a saloon on West Third Street, yet after a period of evolutionary travail, it ultimately became the Medical School of the University of Minnesota, today the only medical school in Minnesota." Pictures of the members of the "first faculty of the University of Minnesota Medical School" and of the early medical buildings on the campus accompany the sketch.

Stories of the Minnesota blizzard of January 7, 1873, are recalled by the pioneers of a number of Minnesota communities in articles published in the New Ulm Review of January 11, the Morton Enterprise of January 19, and the Sacred Heart News for January 26 and February 2.
"Old Doc Weeks" is the title of a pamphlet of eight pages issued by Harry P. Phillips of Detroit Lakes, embodying a brief manuscript written by the late Dr. Leonard C. Weeks of that city, telling about himself in his relation to the community in which he lived. This autobiographical fragment, in which the author refers to himself as the "Old Doc," is mellow with wisdom and warm with affection for his friends.

Mrs. Claude Marble is the author of an account of the "Early Settlement of Decoria Township," in the Blue Earth County Enterprise of Mapleton for February 3. Some of her material was secured from Mr. S. G. Larkins of Mankato, who settled in Decoria in 1865.

Extracts of historical interest from the manuscript records of the county commissioners of Brown County, selected by Mr. Louis G. Vogel, are appearing in the Brown County Journal of New Ulm on the third Friday of each month. The first installment, published on February 17, begins with the earliest record of a meeting of the commissioners, that for September 9, 1856.

A series of articles entitled "Chaska, the Old Home Town" by James Faber begins in the Weekly Valley Herald of Chaska for January 26. The first article has for its subject "Carver County, the Primitive," and others deal with Indians, traders, explorers, settlement, pioneer social life, and early transportation.

Among the local history sketches published serially in the Waconia Patriot are an account of the Moravian group at Laketown which began with the organization of a church in 1858, in the issue of January 26; an outline of the early history of Cologne, published on February 23; and an account of a trip through Carver County in 1859 by Colonel John H. Stevens, reprinted in the issue of March 1 from the Glencoe Register of August 15, 1859.

Plans are under way at Center City for the celebration in May, 1929, of the "seventy-fifth anniversary of the first permanent Swedish settlement in the Northwest, and of the founding
of the local church, as well as the seventieth anniversary of the organization of the Minnesota Lutheran Conference of the Augustana Synod."

An essay on Red Wing by Beatrice E. Fisk of the Central High School of that city won the first prize in the essay contest on the subject "My Home Town," recently conducted by the League of Minnesota Municipalities (see ante, p. 74). This interesting and well-written paper, which includes a brief sketch of the historical background of the town, is published in Minnesota Municipalities for April.

A chapter is added to the history of American sports by an article in the Red Wing Daily Eagle of February 2, which tells of the organization of the first Red Wing ski club in 1883 and of the first tournament, held the following year. These activities of the Norwegian residents of Red Wing are said to mark the beginning of "organized skiing" in America.

The Itasca County Old Settlers' Association held its annual meeting at Grand Rapids on January 16.

Several of the recent articles in the local history series appearing in the Montgomery Messenger relate to early problems in local government. Among these is an account of the first village election, held in 1878, January 13; some pioneer village ordinances, January 27; and notes on some of the questions faced by the Montgomery board of trade in its early years, January 6 and March 9.

The story of a German aristocrat, Colonel Rudolph von Borgersrode, who was obliged to leave his native land after participating in the revolution of 1848 and who later made his home in Minnesota is outlined in one of a series of local history articles in the Hutchinson Leader for January 20. Colonel Borgersrode resided at various times at Shakopee and in McLeod and Meeker counties, and he served in the Civil War as a member of the Fourth Minnesota Volunteer Infantry. Some of the other articles in the series deal with the first public library at Hutchinson, January 13; Biscay, where the "first co-operative creamery in Minnesota was established" in 1889, February 10; and the Bohemian settlement at Silver Lake, February 3.
Mr. Burt W. Eaton of Rochester, an active worker in the Olmsted County Historical Society, has recently given a number of addresses before parent-teacher associations in Rochester in encouragement of the teaching of local and state history in the public schools. The grade supervisor of schools in that city has secured copies of T. C. Blegen's *Minnesota History: A Study Outline* for the use of grade teachers; and two teachers are at present working on a similar outline of the county's history, with Mr. Eaton's coöperation. Mr. Eaton has also carried his campaign for local and state history teaching to other towns in Olmsted county and he reports a growing interest in the subject.

An unusual publication was brought out in Rochester in 1927 under the title *History of the Rochester Old School Boys and Girls Association* (98 p.). This association, which grew out of a reunion of the "Old Boys of Rochester" in 1916, held meetings in 1921 and again in 1926, the last one bringing together more than thirteen hundred people. The published volume presents an illustrated account of these reunions and gives some of the speeches delivered at that of 1926. A brief history of the first school of Rochester, established in 1855, was given by Mr. Burt W. Eaton, and there were speeches by Dr. Charles Mayo, Bishop Lawler of South Dakota, Congressman Allen J. Furlow, Edwin H. Canfield of Luverne, Lieutenant Governor W. I. Nolan, Professor J. Paul Goode of the University of Chicago, Dr. William J. Mayo, and others, which are reported in detail. At the end of the volume is a sixty-five page list of "Old School Boys and Girls" of Rochester, with their present addresses. Among the "boys" one notes the name of the secretary of state, the Honorable Frank B. Kellogg.

A series of articles by Win V. Working dealing with the early history of some of the villages and townships in the vicinity of Fairfax has been appearing in the *Fairfax Standard*. It ends on March 22 with an account of "Pioneer Life in Ridgely Township."

Some of the activities of the city council of Shakopee seventy years ago are described in the *Shakopee Argus-Tribune* of January 26. It is interesting to note that in the late fifties one of the
town's largest bills was for the "improvement of the levee," since "steamboats were depended on chiefly for transportation of both freight and passengers."

Professor Krey's study of the connection between the old-world backgrounds and the Minnesota development of the Benedictine order, published in the September, 1927, issue of MINNESOTA HISTORY, is supplemented by an article on the Benedictine sisters which appears in the Daily Journal-Press of St. Cloud for February 8 — an "Accomplishment Edition" published to mark the completion of the St. Cloud Hospital by the sisters. The growth of the St. Cloud community from a group of seven sisters who went there in 1857 and conducted a small boarding school to a community of more than nine hundred members is described, and the gradual extension of their work over a vast area — a characteristic emphasized by Professor Krey — is strikingly illustrated. The writer points out that "Besides conducting the College and Academy [at St. Joseph], at present the Sisters have seventy institutions under their charge. . . . Their work is spread over the dioceses of St. Cloud, Fargo, Bismarck, Seattle, LaCrosse, Superior, Crookston and the Archdiocese of St. Paul." Special histories of a number of the schools, hospitals, and other institutions founded by the sisters in the vicinity of St. Cloud also appear in this issue of the Journal Press.

A series of imaginary letters purporting to have been written by a student at St. Benedict's Academy, now the College of St. Benedict at St. Joseph, in 1882 and 1883 appears in the St. Benedict's Quarterly for February. The letters are based on "data gleaned from the archives" of the school, and the writer "endeavors to bring to light the every day life in a western boarding school or 'Female Academy' in the early eighties."

An interesting bit of local history is embodied in a pamphlet entitled A Historical Sketch, Fair Haven, 1856, by J. A. Vye, (St. Cloud, 1927. 6 p.), telling the story of a village on the Clearwater River in Stearns County.

Historical sketches of three Watonwan County towns, Butterfield, Odin, and Darfur, are published in the issues of the *Butterfield Advocate* for February 16 and 23.

The Winona County Old Settlers' Association held its annual meeting at Winona on February 22. In honor of the occasion the *Winona Republican-Herald* published a number of articles of special interest to members of the association, including "Little Stories of Pioneer Days in Winona" by Orrin F. Smith, and a list compiled by Paul Thompson of "persons living who came to Winona County up to and including the year 1854."

A short account of the history of Yellow Medicine County and of Canby by John Bowe, published in the *Canby News* of September 9, 1927, has been reprinted as a broadside.

A breezy sketch by Edith D. Williams of Minneapolis conditions in the middle eighties appears in the *Gopher-M* for January. It is based on contemporary newspaper advertisements.

An account of the growth of the office of the clerk of the district court of Hennepin County and sketches and portraits of the various men who have held that position since it was first filled by Sweet W. Case in the fifties appear in the *Minneapolis Journal* for March 23.

The seventy-first anniversary of the St. Anthony Turnverein, which was "organized January 24, 1857, at the home of George Wezel in what was then the village of St. Anthony," was celebrated by members of the society at their Minneapolis clubrooms on January 29.

Social life in pioneer St. Paul and the activities of the fur-trader on the Minnesota frontier are the chief subjects discussed in a series of seventeen articles by Julian Sargent published in the *St. Paul Dispatch* from January 4 to 23 and "based on letters in possession of the Minnesota Historical society, written in St. Paul from 1848 to 1862 by the Fuller brothers and sisters to their home in Connecticut" (see ante, 5: 63). Alpheus G. Fuller, the oldest of a family of nine, went to the Minnesota country
in 1848 for his health and became a trader. He soon was followed by other members of the family, the brothers joining him in the fur trade and the sisters establishing a home in St. Paul and entering into the social life of the frontier capital. The letters written to the relatives who remained in the East or who returned there after visiting in Minnesota are full of delightful gossip and give a vivid picture of conditions in the territory. That the life led by the Fullers was not altogether dull is shown by the following extract from a letter from Sarah, written in the height of the social season on January 16, 1853: "I really dissipated a good deal last week. Monday spent the evening at Dr. Borups. Tuesday at Mrs. Basses, Wednesday at Mazourka Hall, Thursday at a tableau party at Mr. Oakes." The Fullers also were doing their share of entertaining, for three days later Alpheus' wife wrote: "Yesterday we prepared for a company of thirty. I have now discharged nearly all my obligations to my St. Paul friends, they were all married people. I am going to invite the unmarried ones for the girls Friday eve." The women's letters also tell of such matters as "receiving Friendship books as philopena presents; of delaines and bombazines; of 'pleasant little mobs' at Governor Ramsey's; of brilliant parties at Fort Snelling; of going 'a strawberrying' with Mrs. Selby in her buggy 'round opposite Mendota'; of receiving 40 calls of a New Year's, 'not as many as we had last year'. . . of gossiped betrothals linking names now familiar on lamp posts"; and of a trip up the Minnesota River to a town site owned jointly by David Fuller and Thomas A. Holmes. The Fuller men were not such prolific letter writers as their sisters, but when they did send letters to Connecticut they told of log trading posts; of seeing rattlesnakes, wolves, and buffaloes; of attending Indian payments; and of shipping furs back east. Some of the later letters are from Abby Fuller, who married Samuel B. Abbe at St. Paul in 1858 and two years later went to live at Crow Wing. From their home there the Abbes fled to Fort Ripley in 1862 when it seemed likely that the Chippewa would join the Sioux in the uprising of that year, and when that danger was past they returned to St. Paul. The last letter published is dated at Fort Ripley on August 25, 1862.
The history of the little log chapel which gave St. Paul its name is briefly reviewed in the Catholic Bulletin of St. Paul for March 10. Of special interest is the account of its use in the fifties as a school and hospital by the Sisters of St. Joseph. Attention is called to the fact that the site of the chapel has been recently purchased by the city of St. Paul and that plans are under way for the appropriate marking of the spot.

A Brief History of the Swedish Evangelical Free Church, Saint Paul, Minnesota, 1886–1926 (45 p.) presents in attractive form the record of a church that has its roots in the “free religious movements” in Sweden of the early eighties.

Reminiscences of the Clinton Avenue Methodist Church of West St. Paul by S. W. Boyd of Denver, Colorado, a former member of the congregation, appear in the West St. Paul Times for February 25 and March 3.
